
Friendship bracelet tutorials-how to make a 

bracelet with string in easy ways 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Friendship bracelets are back, and especially the 

friendship bracelet with beads. By using several 

strands of threads and cords, you can make as many 

as you want. In this tutorial I will show you how to 

make a bracelet with string within very limited time. 

Thus, just try it and get ready to impress all your 

friends with these pretty pieces. 

 

Materials for a friendship bracelet with beads: 

 

 

 

 

 Nylon thread 

 Beads and charms 

 Scissors 

 

 

How to make a bracelet with string and beads? 

Step1: prepare necessary threads 

Cut 6 strips of Nylon thread, each strand should be approximate 25cm long. 

 

 

Step2: add on selected beads 

1. Thread the chosen beads onto the center of cords; 

2. Wrap around two shorter thread strands in 

different color beside the beads, about 3~4cm long. 

Glue down both starting and ending positions; 

3. Wrap the third color string in same way, about 

1.5~3cm long. Ensure the three colors display as the 

picture showcase. 

How to make a bracelet with string; here you will figure out an extra extremely easy way to design 

friendship bracelet with beads in 5 or 10 minutes only. With simple steps, you are able to make a pal for 

life then. 

 

http://www.pandahall.com/beads/wholesale-Nylon-Thread/0-64-1.html
http://www.pandahall.com/wholesale-Jewelry-Beads/2.html


 

Step3: braid out rest bracelet part     Step4: design the endings 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Try experiment this how to make a bracelet with 

string tutorial together with more beads and 

string collections and voila…a stack of amazing 

friendship bracelet with beads is produced! Hope 

everyone enjoys it and have nice days! 

 

 

 

You can also search lots of jewelry and gift on our webpage: 

http://www.pandahall.com/wholesale-Jewelry-Gift/6.html 

Measure your wrist size and decide how long 

you want the bracelet be, then braid the 

leftover threads. 

 

Cut 6 strands of 15cm long cords (main 

color). Lay under the rest unbraided ends and 

then tie a fasten knot as picture shows; 

Wrap around another two layers string next to 

the knot in same way when anchor the central 

beads; 

Do same to another ending. 

 


